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“I read somewhere that everybody on this planet is
separated by only six other people. Six degrees of
separation. Between us and everybody else on this
planet.”
— Ouisa, in John Guare’s
“SIX DEGREES OF SEPARATION”

1682
Summer: The ship of Captain Thomas Paine arrived in Jamaica, bringing with it a crew of 80 men, and there its captain
engaged to fight pirates rather than be one any longer. This deal with the island government was evidently for
their own protection, as they wouldn’t actually attempt to fight any pirates at this time.
Late in the year: The former pirate Captain Thomas Paine arrived at New Providence in the Bahamas, with the Pearl,
a ship carrying 8 guns and 60 men. He joined in an unsuccessful privateering raid on St. Augustine.

1683
A few months after his unsuccessful raid on St. Augustine, Captain Thomas Paine showed up in Newport,
Rhode Island bearing apparently forged sailing papers. Although allegedly he was a privateer with a
commission from Sir Thomas Lynch, these papers described Lynch as a “Gentleman of the King’s Bed
Chamber” rather than as a Gentleman of the King’s Privy Chamber, something that was a dead giveaway. Also,
the signature on this proffered document evidently bore little resemblance to Lynch’s known signature.
PIRACY
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December 1: Boston Deputy Collector Bernard Randolph allowed Captain Thomas Paine’s ship Pearl to proceed after
being paid off with a sum equal to about a third of the vessel’s value.
PIRACY

1684
April 13, Thursday: The King of England wrote to the governor of Jamaica and the governor and magistrates of
Massachusetts, about extermination of pirates, in particular mentioning “one Thomas Pain” as an evildoer and
enemy of mankind.
THOMAS PAINE
September: William Dyre, a Collector at Boston, reported that he had caused to be “Secured Capt. Thomas Payn Arch
pirate”
THOMAS PAINE

1687
The former pirate Captain Thomas Paine owned land in Newport, Rhode Island.
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1688
The former pirate Captain Thomas Paine was residing at Newport, and at about this time he married with
Mercy Carr, daughter of Justice Caleb Carr (who would become governor of Rhode Island). He also served on
a grand jury. (This makes one wonder whether he served on the grand jury that refused to indict the pirate
Peterson.)
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1689
In roughly this timeperiod, a hermit of Braintree, Massachusetts called “Tom Revel” was being rumored to be
a regicide, or holy man gone crazy. He lived with a pig, in a habitation that seemed to other residents of the
area to resemble a pigsty. Whitney’s HISTORY OF QUINCY offered the tale that, when the man died, the
Governor of the Province and other distinguished men came out from Boston and served as his pall-bearers.
Several facts point to this being sheer fantasy: we know of no regicide of this name, we know that government
officials could not have dared to display such public honor to one of the regicides, and we know that they
would have been unwilling to show public honor to a mere hermit.

In what would become Windham, New Hampshire a mystery man named John Cates or Kates, who had been
around New England at least since 1686, built the initial house. There has been a report that he had come to
New England from Virginia, and it was considered possible that he had been the passenger from London who
appeared under that name in the manifest of the ship Safety as of 1635. He withdrew from society, living for
some time as a hermit in a cave near Windsor. There has been the idle speculation that he was one of the
regicides, hiding out, but that seems implausible. The Boston genealogist James Savage has suggested that
perhaps John Cates had been merely a “misanthropic humorist, perhaps had been a buccaneer, and thought
seclusion his safest course.” We know now that he had not always been an isolate, as it would be discovered
upon his death on July 16, 1697 that in his will, filed on May 5, 1696, he mentioned offspring in England.
In this will he donated land for a community school, and for the poor of Windham, and money to the church
(the popular tale that he what he had donated to the church was a set of silver plate is not accurate).

The Sieur Raveneau de Lussan, apparently in debt to some creditors in Paris and unable to continue his
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fashionable life, had become involved in several buccaneering expeditions which had taken place in the West
Indies and the Pacific coast of South America. In this year he published his HISTOIRE DES FILIBUSTIERS DE LA
MER DE SUD which would later be translated into English as JOURNAL OF A VOYAGE INTO THE SOUTH SEAS IN
1684 AND THE FOLLOWING YEARS WITH THE FILIBUSTERS.
When French privateers threatened Block Island, a Captain Thomas Paine (later to become an associate of
Captain William Kidd) sailed from Newport, Rhode Island and succeeded in driving them off.
But where was Captain Kidd himself? In this year he was a member of a privateer crew that commandeered a
French ship and brought it to the English colony on the island of Nevis in the Caribbean. Governor Christopher
Codrington renamed this ship Blessed William in honor of King William III and appointed Kidd to be its
captain, with a privateer appointment to defend the island against the French and an agreement that to pay for
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this service he would be entitled to anything he could seize from the French (it would be interpreting this
commission very liberally that would get Kidd into beaucoup trouble as a pirate, and lead to his hanging in
irons).

In Newport, the Quakers agreed that “the Yearly Men and Womens Meeting which useth to be at William
Coddinton’s shall be ye first part at ye Meeting House and later part for ye affayers of ye Church to be at Walter
Newberry’s.” The meetinghouse referred to would presumably have been the repurposed residence that had
been donated by the governor, Friend Nicholas Easton.

GREAT MEETINGHOUSE
In Rhode Island, Henry Bull was in charge. From this year into 1763, there would be intermittent colonial wars
between England and France, a 75-year struggle for empire that would frequently involve this little colony’s
men, money, and ships.
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1690
Summer: Three French privateers raided Block Island. Captain Thomas Paine and Captain John Godfrey sailed from
Newport, Rhode Island and fought them off.
September: Captain Thomas Paine was on a commission appointed by the Rhode Island General Assembly to
apportion the taxes of Jamestown. The former pirate owned a farm at the north end of Conanicut Island.

1692
The former pirate Captain Thomas Paine became Captain of the Jamestown militia.
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1695
In Rhode Island, Governor Caleb Carr died, leaving land in Newport and a share in Gould Island to his
daughter and her husband, the former pirate Captain Thomas Paine.

1698
The former pirate Captain Thomas Paine became a freeman of Rhode Island.
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1699
The former pirate Captain Thomas Paine of Rhode Island was involved with Captain William Kidd and with
James Gillam, who sailed up the West Passage of the Narragansett Bay and anchored off his farm at the north
end of Conanicut Island. They sent a boat and Captain Paine went aboard. He accepted some sums intended
for the support of Mrs. Kidd in Boston.
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The former pirate Captain Thomas Paine became one of the founding funders of the Anglican church, Trinity
Church, in Newport.

During the late 17th Century, Rhode Island had been more or less a safe haven for pirates, who brought
in a lot of hard currency and were quite a support for the local economy. “When I was at Rhode Island, there
was one Palmer a Pyrat who was out on Bail, for they cannot be persuaded to keep a Pyrat there in Gaol: they
love em too well.” However, during the century to follow, Rhode Island would be developing its own extensive
merchant fleet, at risk from the pirates, and in consequence, this benevolent indifference to piracy would
gradually be changing in the direction of hostility. In the 17th Century, a retired pirate had married a
Governor’s daughter and come to live next door to the Governor’s mansion; in the 18th, some pirates would
actually be arrested and not allowed to walk out of unlocked jail cells. The government of Rhode Island would
begin to put pressure on the local venturesome seamen, at least by 1714, to accept commissions and become
“privateers” rather than pirates, and pledge to attack only French and Spanish vessels, and leave the English
vessels alone. Some pirates would be hanged in Newport in 1723 (unprecedented), in 1738, and in 1760.
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March 28, Tuesday (Old Style): George Cutler was tried for piracy before the Court of General Tryalls at Newport,
Rhode Island and guess what, no one showed up to claim the cash and goods and levy charges against him.
Questioned as to how he had come into all that money, Cutler avowed that he picked it up in various places,
included being willed some of it by a resident of Madagascar. Wink wink, nudge nudge. The jury of his peers
then acquitted. A few months later, as one of the wealthy men of the town, Cutler would join with Captain
Thomas Paine and others in signing a petition for the assignment of an Anglican minister to Newport — thus
becoming, along with the wealthy Huguenot merchant Gabriel Bernon, a founder of Trinity Church
(Huguenots and pirates, assimilating with a vengeance).
July 1, Saturday (Old Style): Captain William Kidd had sailed the Adventure Galley from New-York three years
earlier, with a commission to prey upon the enemies of England. When he learned that he had been declared a
pirate, he transferred some of his loot to a sloop, the St. Anthony, and leaving the Quedah Merchant behind in
the Caribbean, set sail for New England to clear his name. He seems to have gone directly to Oyster Bay, where
he contacted an attorney, James Emmot, whom he asked to approach Bellomont. Bellomont wrote:
Captain Kidd in a sloop richly laden, came to Rhode Island, and
sent one Emot to Boston to treat about his admission and
security. He said Kidd had left the great Moorish ship he took
in India, called the Quedah Merchant, in a creek on the coast
of Hispaniola, with goods to the value of 30,000 pounds.
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While safely harboring at Block Island, which was under the jurisdiction of the colony of Rhode Island &

Providence Plantations, he negotiated at long range with the Governor of the Bay Colony, the Earl of
Bellermont, cousin to the King of England, for a full pardon for the manner in which he had been interpreting
this commission while upon the high seas, and received the promise “I make no manner of doubt but to obtain
the King’s pardon to you.” Kidd gave the current owner of Gardiners Island, Jonathan Gardiner the grandson
of Lion Gardiner, “four pieces of Arabian Gold” and asked him to accept custody of “three negroes, two boys
and a girl, ashore, to keep till he, the said Kidd, should call for them.” Kidd also presented Gardiner with some

luxurious silk fabric — a piece hangs today on a wall of that island’s manor house. Gardiner would reveal to
the authorities that during his visit to his island Captain Kidd had also buried “a chest and a box of Gold, a
bundle of quilts, and four bales of goods” half a mile inland from the western coastline, marking the burial spot
with a pile of rocks. (The trove was estimated at the time to be worth £20,000, which would be more than
$1,000,000 in our greenbacks today. Every item was on a witnessed manifest and this buried trove was not the
total loot, but was merely the due share of the Earl of Bellermont. Some assert that the bulk of Kidd’s treasure
is still under the sands of Campobello Island, which is just across the Canadian boundary. Others assert, on the
basis of some cryptic remarks Kidd made just before the first noose took his breath away, that he had been able
to bury something of substance somewhere near Old Saybrook in Connecticut. The vine-covered cairn still
stands on Gardiners Island above the hole emptied by the governor, and nearby there is a granite marker
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erected during the 19th Century.)

Two members of Kidd’s crew “who went by the names of Cook and Parrot” gave Gardiner “two bags of Silver
... which weighed thirty pounds ... a small bundle of gold, gold dust of about a pound weight ... a sash and a
pair of worsted stockings.” Kidd sent jewels to Boston care of his attorney, James Emmot, for presentation to
Bellomont’s wife. Then, with all his bargaining chips in place, Kidd ventured to Boston, carrying with him his
documentary proofs that the ships he had seized were all of French registration in accordance with his contract
of privateering. His best bet, as he must have realized, was his continued control over the Quedah Merchant
back in the Caribbean. On this day, however, when he sailed into Boston harbor, he found himself
unexpectedly taken under arrest by the officers of Governor Bellermont, facing charges of piracy. Colonel
Robert Livingston’s own self-interest was at stake for, in concert with some other crown officers in England,
he had had a 1/5th share in the enterprise, so he attempted to be of assistance, offering suggestions for a
resolution of the difficulties. For some reason, however, Livingston’s attempts at a resolution would fail.1
Isaac Norris, Senior would write that “We have four men in prison, taken up as pirates, supposed to be Kid’s
men. Shelly, of New York has brought to these parts some scores of them, and there is a sharp look out to take
them. We have various reports of their riches, and money hid between this and the capes. There were landed
about twenty men, as we understand, at each cape, and several are gone to York. A sloop has been seen cruising
off the capes for a considerable time, but has not meddled with any vessel as yet, though she has spoken with
several.” Presumably these men had some hint that Kidd’s treasure was greater than he had reported, and that
he was holding something back from them? Since British law required that all accused of piracy receive trial
in England, Kidd would be transported there. The ships’ papers he had in his possession, documentary proof
that all the ships he had captured had been sailing under French authority, would be sequestered from him by
the prosecution, and he would be found guilty of piracy and murder and hanged on May 23, 1701.2
PRIVATEERING

Joseph Bradish, probably a son of Joseph Bradish and a grandson of Robert Bradish of Cambridge, was sent
to England with Captain William Kidd and also would hang in London for piracy.

1. Robert Livingston would settle in Albany, New York, becoming Lord of the 160,000-acre Manor of Livingston. In 1695 he would
become Secretary of Indian Affairs, and from 1709 to 1711 he would be a prominent member of the New York Provincial Assembly,
rising in 1716 to the post of Speaker of the Assembly. He would die in his bed in 1728 at the age of 74.
2. The Earl of Romney, the Earl of Orford, Sir John Somers, and the Duke of Shrewsbury would never acknowledge their
involvement with William Kidd and would be protected behind the veil of appearances the court so carefully wove.
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August: The Earl of Bellomont accused Captain Thomas Paine of possession of some of Captain William Kidd pirate
treasure, and searched his Rhode Island property. Producing some gold, Paine protested that it should not be
seized, because it was his own, because his friend Willie-boy had offered it to him as a gift. (Will this piece of
Rhode Island nonsense go down in history as the greatest inventive excuse ever offered?)

After arresting William Kidd and his crew, Bellomont also sent men to Gardiners Island to seize the concealed
loot — estimated at the time to be worth £20,000 (around £2 million in today’s value). All the treasure Kidd
deposited there was uncovered and removed. Gardiner, who some historians have suggested was in league
with Kidd, gave a statement to Bellomont in which he said that on the day Kidd and his men concealed the
treasure, Kidd told him to “take three Negroes, two boys and a girl, ashore, to keep till he, the said Kidd, should
call for them” and was therefore away from the island and not party to Kidd’s seditious actions. Kidd gave
Gardiner gifts of cloth and four pieces of Arabian Gold. Gardiner said Kidd also buried a chest and a box of
Gold, a bundle of quilts, and four bales of goods. Two members of Kidd’s crew, named Cook and Parrot, gave
Gardiner two bags of Silver which weighed thirty pounds, a small bundle of gold, gold dust of about a pound
weight, a sash and a pair of worsted stockings. Bellomont’s manifest of the cargo brought back accounted for
1,111 ounces of gold, 2,353 ounces of silver, over a pound of precious stones (i.e. rubies and diamonds), 57
bags of sugar, and 41 bags of miscellaneous goods and artifacts.3
PRIVATEERING

3. The Earl of Bellomont would die in New-York in February 1701, three months prior to the execution of William Kidd — having
in search of buried treasure driven himself to the point of insanity.
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1702
The petition of 1699 by, among others, former pirate Captain Thomas Paine, for an Anglican church in
Newport, Rhode Island, was successful, and Trinity Church was founded.4
The Reverend Cotton Mather had some choice remarks to put on the record about Rhode Island in his
MAGNALIA CHRISTI AMERICANA: OR, THE ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY OF NEW-ENGLAND, FROM ITS FIRST
PLANTING IN THE YEAR 1620, UNTO THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1698, published in this year in London.

REVEREND COTTON MATHER

4. Episcopal worship had begun in Rhode Island in 1635 with the arrival in what is now Cumberland of the Reverend William
Blaxton (or Blackstone), an Anglican priest. He had preached regularly to native Americans and to white settlers beneath the
“Catholic Oak” in Lonsdale but had created no church edifices. He had simply ridden his white bull from settlement to settlement,
preaching and administering the sacraments. This first edifice, in Newport, would be followed in 1707 by St. Paul’s of Narragansett,
in 1720 by St. Michael’s of Bristol, and in 1722 by King’s Church, which is now St. John’s Cathedral, in Providence. The American
Revolution would bring hard times to the four Rhode Island parishes of the Church of England. In Wickford and Providence, when
the congregations would seek to remove prayers for the king and royal family from their services, Rector Samuel Fayerweather and
the Reverend John Graves would deconsecrate the church buildings. The Wickford church building would become a barracks for
Continental soldiers who were watching the British in occupied Newport. In 1778, British warships would bombard and burn St.
Michael’s in Bristol by mistake, because they had been informed that the town’s Congregational Church was being used as a store
for gunpowder. After the Revolution, with the Loyalists departed, Trinity Church in Newport would be occupied for awhile by a
Baptist congregation. On November 18, 1790, the Reverend William Smith of Trinity Church in Newport and the Reverend Moses
Badger of St. John’s in Providence would meet in Newport to unite their various churches under the Reverend Samuel Seabury,
D.D., Episcopal Bishop of Connecticut.
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1728
Mid-September: George Berkeley of the Church of England embarked for America, where he would land at Newport
in the Rhode Island colony as the mainland port most convenient to the island of Bermuda, attempting to
induce the course of empire westward to wend its weary way to that Shakespearean isle. On arrival he would
purchase farmland near Newport and build “Whitehall,” named grandiloquently after the English palace.5
The shoreline about a mile from the house had a cleft in the rocks which would become his retreat for writing
and reflection. Either while aboard ship on his way here, or at some point previous to 1726, the peripatetic
coal-tar philosopher/theologian penned his famous poem “On the Prospects of Planting Arts and Learning in
America.” A great university in Bermuda he would not succeed in founding, nor would he make it across the
isthmus of Panama or around the Horn to Berkeley in California, which anyway didn’t exist yet, but while here
in Rhode Island, marking time until into the year 1731, waiting for royally promised funds, waiting for his ship
to come in, he would help to form a philosophical (which is to say, scientific) society at Newport6 and would
preach regularly in the old wooden Trinity Church that had been established by, among others, the former

5. You can visit this building to see a portrait of the personage. You can visit only from July 1 to Labor Day; the stricture is that the
structure is presently being utilized by the National “Help, I’ve descended and can’t get up!” Society of the Colonial Dames.
6. Newport, Rhode Island’s Redwood Library at 50 Bellevue Avenue, the oldest library building in continuous use in the USA,
would be a legacy of this Philosophical Society.
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pirate Captain Thomas Paine.

Westward the course of empire takes its way;
The first four acts already past,
A fifth shall close the drama with the day;
Time’s noblest offspring is the last.

A LIFE OF GEORGE BERKELEY
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Bishop George Berkeley in his alcove by the Rhode Island shore
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE: In addition to the property of others,
such as extensive quotations and reproductions of
images, this “read-only” computer file contains a great
deal of special work product of Austin Meredith,
copyright 2013. Access to these interim materials will
eventually be offered for a fee in order to recoup some
of the costs of preparation. My hypercontext button
invention which, instead of creating a hypertext leap
through hyperspace —resulting in navigation problems—
allows for an utter alteration of the context within
which one is experiencing a specific content already
being viewed, is claimed as proprietary to Austin
Meredith — and therefore freely available for use by
all. Limited permission to copy such files, or any
material from such files, must be obtained in advance
in writing from the “Stack of the Artist of Kouroo”
Project, 833 Berkeley St., Durham NC 27705. Please
contact the project at <Kouroo@kouroo.info>.
“It’s all now you see. Yesterday won’t be over until
tomorrow and tomorrow began ten thousand years ago.”
– Remark by character “Garin Stevens”
in William Faulkner’s INTRUDER IN THE DUST

Prepared: October 18, 2013
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ARRGH AUTOMATED RESEARCH REPORT
GENERATION HOTLINE

This stuff presumably looks to you as if it were generated by a
human. Such is not the case. Instead, upon someone’s request we
have pulled it out of the hat of a pirate that has grown out of
the shoulder of our pet parrot “Laura” (depicted above). What
these chronological lists are: they are research reports
compiled by ARRGH algorithms out of a database of data modules
which we term the Kouroo Contexture. This is data mining.
To respond to such a request for information, we merely push a
button.
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Commonly, the first output of the program has obvious
deficiencies and so we need to go back into the data modules
stored in the contexture and do a minor amount of tweaking, and
then we need to punch that button again and do a recompile of
the chronology — but there is nothing here that remotely
resembles the ordinary “writerly” process which you know and
love. As the contents of this originating contexture improve,
and as the programming improves, and as funding becomes
available (to date no funding whatever has been needed in the
creation of this facility, the entire operation being run out
of pocket change) we expect a diminished need to do such tweaking
and recompiling, and we fully expect to achieve a simulation of
a generous and untiring robotic research librarian. Onward and
upward in this brave new world.
First come first serve. There is no charge.
Place your requests with <Kouroo@kouroo.info>.
Arrgh.
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